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March 30th 2016 

IVI Events Update

Innovation Value Institute 
Spring Summit 2016 Review

Sharpening your IT Capability for Digital Business
Success

IVI was delighted to hold its recent Spring Summit in New Jersey
which was kindly hosted by DTCC in its Jersey City offices.  The
event explored " Sharpening  your IT Capability for Digital Business Success " and included speakers and
panelists from organizations such as DTCC, EY, Intel, The Boston Consulting Group, BNY Mellon,
Mitovia, IVI and BearingPoint.
The summit was widely acclaimed as an excellent and must-attend event by attendees numbering more
than 100 and representing over 30 organizations from around the world including Ireland, North America,
Australia, Canada, UK and India.Read more 

IVI News Update

Capability Improvement -Key Lessons Learned from Executive Assessments

IVI Research is interested in the experiences and the successes of those undertaking IT-CMF Executive
Assessment (EA) in building their organizational capabilities. In this Research Brief we investigate the
experiences of ten large organisations who undertook one or more IT capability maturity assessments
between 2010 and 2015 using the IT-CMF EA tool as a part of their IT capability improvement programme
and we explore the implications and 'lessons learned'..Read more

Request for input on DevOps capability
The growing importance of agile delivery exemplifies the importance for organizations in shifting to a
DevOps environment. To better define this phenomenon across differing contexts, IVI are launching a 6-
week research study to explore the impact of DevOps on IT performance.

This research will consist of a state-of-the-art literature review, supplemented by company interviews
focusing on:

How do practitioners typically define what the impact of DevOps could be for their organisation?
Typical challenges when moving to a DevOps environment?
What do practitioners feel are the successful practices for implementing DevOps?

To participate, IVI would like to interview organisations (duration will be 45min) to explore the above
topics. Participants will get to review and comment on early drafts of the resultant research whitepaper,
plus have the opportunity to connect with peers in other organisations.
 
Please contact clare.thornley@nuim.ie and conor.obrien@nuim.ie if you would like to participate.
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As one of the fastest growing areas, the Internet of Things (IoT) presents considerable potential for
driving economic value and societal change. However to achieve such transformation, organizations can
face several IoT adoption barriers or challenges. To support better organisational management practices
for IoT exploitation, IVI will shortly publish a state-of-the-art review of:

  IoT adoption drivers and enablers (i.e. the value proposition for IoT deployment)
  Barriers to, or challenges of, integrating an IoT environment into the enterprise
  Best practice examples of IoT deployment success.

To complement this work, IVI is now opening a brief cross-industry consultation window, in the format of
1:1 (45min) telephone interviews. Organizations of particular interest include large, multi-national
enterprise IoT solution adopters/end users. Please contact marian.carcary@nuim.ie by April 5th to
register your interest. 

Free eBook with every IT-CMF
book purchase

In order to receive your free eBook with
your purchase, you must order directly
through the IVI bookstore link 

Our Price: €69.95

IVI Bookstore

Acknowledgement of Contributors to IT-CMF - Are You
Listed?

We recently published our global list of contributors to the development
of IT-CMF at www.ivi.ie/contributors. While we have gone to great
lengths to ensure this page is accurate as possible, we would be
delighted if you would check and let IVI@nuim.ie know if your or a
colleague's name should be included. Thank you.
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